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A CULTURE ENDANGERED:
DEPOPULATING THE GRASSLANDS OF THE TIBETAN PLATEAU
Tenzin Norbu

Overview: Melting Tibetan Plateau
With an average elevation of 4,500 meters, the Tibetan Plateau is one of the most distinctive landfeatures on earth. It occupies an area of 2.5 million square kilometers—more than one quarter of the
size of China–and is the world’s highest and largest plateau in the world. For many generations, this
Plateau has provided the basic necessities to sustain life, allowing human civilization to flourish
beyond its vast border. The modern era now begins to acknowledge the significance of its strategic
location for both developing peace and harmony within the region or conflict.
The Tibetan Plateau, also referred as “The Water Tower of Asia,” is the headwaters of major rivers
that flow into India, Bangladesh, China, Nepal, Pakistan, Thailand, Myanmar, and Vietnam.
Approximately 1.3 billion people are directly dependent on the health of ten major rivers that
originate in Tibet. The total river basin area is estimated to be greater than 5.6 million square
kilometers. With its snow peaks and glaciers, the Plateau provides freshwater resource to a wide
swatch of Asia, in areas ranging from the deserts of Pakistan and India to the rice paddies of
southern Vietnam, from the great Tonle Sap lake in Cambodia to the North China Plain.

Figure1: Tibet: The Third Pole
Image© NASA & D. Miller
In recent years, critical components of Tibet’s ecosystem are undergoing major transformations due
to climate change. For instance, climate change has led to receding glaciers, shrinking and
disappearance of thousands of lakes, drying of wetlands, thawing of permafrost, and reduced flow
regimes in many rivers. Abnormal weather conditions due to climate change have made subsistence
farming and herding more unpredictable, thus impacting the livelihoods of a majority of Tibetans.
These days, on the Plateau, the spring thawing is earlier and the permafrost is melting away before
the growing plants can access the water. These changes affect not only the crops but also the native
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vegetation of Tibet, especially in wetlands and other low lying areas. The loss of wetland in turn
threatens the migratory birds that are used to making Tibetan stopovers during the mating season.

Endangering Pastoralism and Grasslands Stewardship in Tibet
It was mobility that was the very essence of herding. Pastoral nomads in the Old World Dry Belt,
whether in the savannahs of Africa, the steppes of central Asia or the high altitude pastures of
the Qinghai Tibetan Plateau, have always needed to move their animals regularly to make use of
the spatial and temporal patchiness of grassland resources. Nomadism was therefore more than
just an ecological adaptation or an adaptation to the political environment. It was a ‘region
specific, temporally and spatially ubiquitous survival strategy… an alternative to the sedentary
cultures of agricultural and urban societies.
Fred Scholz, Nomadismus. Theorie und Wandeleinersozio
ökologischenKulturweise(Nomadism.Theory and change of a socio ecological
mode of culture), 1995.
While often ridiculed as primitive or even ‘incomplete’ by outsiders, [nomadism] is in fact a
highly sophisticated adaptation for exploiting energy captured in the grasslands of the region.
R. Merkle, “Nomadism: A socio ecological mode of culture,” 2000. Centre for
Development Studies, Institute of Geographical Sciences, Free University of
Berlin, Germany.
(http://www.ilri.org/InfoServ/Webpub/fulldocs/yakpro/SessionA12.htm)
Mobility was crucial, moving on before grazing pressure destroys plants, exposing the dying turf
to the icy gales and blizzards of Tibet which can strip soil, leaving only bare rock. Nomadic
knowledge of how, when and where to graze, and the nomadic willingness to live in portable
woven yak hair tents, summer and winter, with their animals, kept the pasture free of invasive
toxic weeds, erosion, shrub invasion, and infestations of pests. None of this was known in the
1980s, except to the nomads themselves…. It is only in the 21st century that Chinese and global
science have caught up with what the nomads have always known.
Gabriel Lafitte, development policy expert, from communications with the
author, 2010.

Pastoralism on the Tibetan Plateau is an adaptation to a cold environment at elevations above the
limit of cultivation. For centuries, the Tibetan nomads, drogpas, in Tibetan, and herders have
successfully maintained a sustainable and mobile lifestyle, traveling from winter to summer pasture
lands and from autumn to spring pasture lands (Figures 2 & 3). The grasslands on the Tibetan
Plateau represent one of the last remaining agro-pastoral regions in the world. Almost 70 percent of
the Plateau itself is covered in these precious grasslands. The pasture lands are made habitable
through the co-existence of the Tibetan people and their yaks. Through their efforts, they have
maintained sustainable use of this area for many centuries.
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China’s grassland
g
pollicies over th
he past severaal decades, however,
h
threeaten the susstainability of
o this
delicate environmenta
e
al balance. Th
he policies have
h
reduced the flexibilitty and mobiliity of the nom
mads,
which aree the key com
mponents off nomadic paastoral produuction. At thee same time,, the livestocck has
been blam
med for overrgrazing the grasslands.
g

Figure2: Map
M of Tibetan Nomadicc Pastoral Arrea © D.J. Miller)
M

Figure3: Mobile
M
lifestyyle of the Drrogpas
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Implem
mentation of Failed Policies
P
In the naame of modeernization an
nd conservatiion, Chinesee authorities forcibly rem
moved the Tibetan
nomads from
f
their an
ncestral pasto
oral lands an
nd compelledd them to slauughter and sell their livesstock.
The nom
mads have beeen made to liive on state rations;
r
somee of them so
old their belongings to become
small ven
ndors. And th
heir lack of other
o
skills prrevents them
m from findin
ng alternative means of making
m
a living.
During the
t era of th
he communee system, 19958-1979, th
he nomads were
w
herded into comm
munes,
stripped of all their possessions,
p
turned into production brigades, an
nd given ratiions accordin
ng to
their worrk points. No production
n meant no rations. Fro
om the outseet, the new class
c
of cadrres in
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commandd saw the no
omads not as stewards andd curators off the landscape, but as ign
norant, backw
ward,
and irratiional people,, utterly lackking in enthuusiasm for cllass struggle. At the same time, undeer the
control of
o the new cadres,
c
the herd
h
size steeadily grew to unsustain
nable levels and the chaain of
grasslandd degradation
n began. Tweenty years latter, in the latte 1970s, thee communes collapsed, having
h
failed exccept for onee achievement: the num
mber of anim
mals, in all Chinese
C
officcial statistics, had
climbed steadily
s
everyy year.
Table1. Numbers
N
of grazing
g
animals, in millioons, in Tibet Autonomouss Region, as reported by Tibet
Statisticall Yearbook

Yearr
19655
19800
19900
20000
20100

Yaks
4.27
4.99
5.06
5.26
6.54

Sheep
7.99
10.86
11.13
10.74
9.97

Goats
G
4.33
5.44
5.668
5.99
6.002

In the eaarly 1980s, nomads
n
weree given theirr animals baack, but nott their land. As soon ass they
regained some contrrol over theeir lives, thee nomads cuut the num
mber of sheeep back to more
sustainab
ble levels. It is now widdely known that
t
grasslan
nd degradatio
on and the increased grrazing
pressure actually
a
startted with the commune
c
system.
The Houusehold Contract Respon
nsibility Systeem (HCRS) or the “Graassland Law”” was adoptted in
1985, osttensibly to prrotect the deegrading grassslands and to modernizee animal husb
bandry. But some
researcheers argue thaat, in fact, th
he law was implementedd to enable the
t governm
ment to gain more
control over
o the pastuures and to stop
s
the overr-exploitation
n of the grasslands, which
h the govern
nment
apparentlly viewed ass the most important
i
caause of grasssland degraddation. In th
he 1980s Tibetan
nomadic herders, likee China’s peasant farmerrs, were officially promissed long term
m land tenurre, to
encouragge them to see their allotteed grazing lan
nd as theirs, and be motivvated to caree for it. Longg after
the Chin
nese farmers had been given such guarantees of land usee in the forrm of land lease
certificatees, the nomaads were at laast given thee same guarantees, in the 1990s—lon
ng-term leaseholds
to their laand that rangged from 30 to
t 50 years. This
T encouraaged conservvation of pasttures and gavve the
nomads a sense of ow
wnership.

Figure4: Fenced
F
Grasssland in Dam
mshung (Am
mdo)
Picture © Wild Yak
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Along with the Grassland Law, state authorities gradually implemented the so-called Four-Way
Program or Si Pei Tao
, ordering region-wide fencing regimes and the construction
of shelters for nomads and livestock (Fig 4). The Animal Husbandry Bureau, - the implementing
agency of the program, stated that this program was meant to improve people’s lives and control
livestock and grazing. In practice, the program limited the mobility of the livestock and encouraged
the herders to invest and spend more time in winter pastures, resulting in increased grazing pressure
on a smaller land area. Thus the program in fact intensified, or, at least in part, caused, the problems
for which the herders are now being blamed. At the same time, other policies, driven by China’s
long standing disdain for mobile people, were also implemented. Limits on family size and herd size
were gradually made compulsory. Gone was the annual cycle of overwintering in lower plateau
pastures and herding up into the alpine meadows in summer. Mobility was compromised and
curtailed.
In the 1990s, after the implementation of series of policies and measures, it became obvious that
everything on the grasslands was going wrong. The living turf was dying, eroding, and slumping,
only to be torn away by wild weather, reduced to bare rock or “black beach,” as Chinese scientists
called it. Burrowing rodent populations exploded, in plague proportions. Toxic invasive weeds
multiplied. The rangelands were degrading, including the arid area of northeastern Tibet where both
of China’s great rivers, the Yangtze and Yellow River, rise from glacier melt.
Chinese scientists and administrators offered only one explanation: the nomads were overstocking
beyond the carrying capacity of the pastures. The compulsory overstocking during the commune
system was not mentioned; the subject was and is still off-limit. But recent research has revealed that
overgrazing and degradation of the grasslands are not the result of grazing livestock alone. Herders
point to weather changes, rodents, and mining activities as important factors causing grassland
changes.
In 2003, a grassland rehabilitation policy was implemented throughout China’s grasslands and in
pastoral areas. In Chinese, the Restore Grassland Policy is called tuimu huanco
, which
means “closing pastures to restore grasslands.” The key measure of this policy is the relocation of
herders from the grasslands to state-built housing, a measure that has been intensified in recent
years. The land lease certificates guaranteeing nomads long term land tenure have been nullified.
Instantly, all of the herders’ skills, risk management strategies, environmental services, traditional
knowledge, and biodiversity conservation practices were made superfluous. The harshest measures
have been enforced in Golok and Yushu prefectures, in the area China considers to be the source of
its great rivers. There, in Chinese view, the downstream water supply is threatened by rangeland
degradation caused by destructive nomads. In this large area, nomads are frequently “villagized” in
new concrete settlements called “line villages” that are far from their customary grazing land, and
they are required to sell their livestock.
For decades, other policies such as de-stocking and rodent poisoning were enforced against the
religious sentiments of the herders. For instance, one person from each family is required to join in
the drive to poison the rodents, the Tibetan pikas. Tibetans find it deeply distressing to have to
poison the animals whose habitat they share. They also dislike having to sell so many animals, both
because raising animals for slaughter is against Buddhist ethics, but also because, in a land with no
social safety net, herd size is the only wealth, security, insurance, capital, collateral against loans, and
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dowry. Over the past 40 years, the Chinese government has sponsored the systematic poisoning of
pikas, most recently using grain laced with Botulin C strain toxin (Clostridium botulinum).
Approximately 320,000 square kilometers grasslands were poisoned! But researchers have argued
that these rodents are the keystone species of the grasslands, and that their large-scale killing may
even be harmful for the grasslands and is almost certain to affect other wildlife and the broader
environment.
China’s own scientists have now learned, through patient observation that the grasslands of Tibet,
when grazed moderately and intermittently, with herds being moved on well before the short
summer growing season ends, actually maintain a higher biodiversity than un-grazed pastures, where
toxic weeds pervade and biodiversity declines.
What Science Says about Grassland Degradation
Many researchers have found that depopulating these grasslands and labeling the nomads as
ecological migrants will not help to restore the pastures. Although the stated objective of tuimu
huancao is to grow grass and thus conserve watersheds, careful scientific observation shows that
when all grazing is removed, the biodiversity of grasses diminishes, medicinal herbs are driven out
by toxic weeds, and woody shrubs make the land unusable.
Research has shown that the carrying capacity of some grasslands has been far exceeded partly due
to the inappropriate land-use and land management practices of the 1950s. Researchers also cite
rainfall—rather than livestock numbers, past or present—as the major determinant of grassland
productivity on the Tibetan Plateau. Some recent field studies also revealed that grazing actually
helps regenerate the grasslands by improving the soil carbon-nitrogen ratio and extending the
growing season. Even some Chinese researchers have attributed the degradation of these grasslands
to factors such as permafrost degradation, irrational human disturbance (mining, road construction,
conversion of grassland to cropland, gold mining, overgrazing etc.), and climate warming.
Field observations conducted on these grasslands indicate positive connections between the grazing
herds of the nomads and the grasslands. Researchers say that abandoning these grasslands will lead
to the domination by invasive species and reduced biodiversity. Damage to the grasslands would in
turn affect the permafrost soil.

Status Quo
Joblessness and alcoholism amongst the youth are prevalent in the new settlements—where the
elders are often seen reminiscing their past lives and reliving them in their memories, and the
younger ones are scavenging to earn a little extra money. From our recent interactions with drogpas
and herders who fled into exile in India, and from research conducted inside Tibet, we came to
know that the current policy of forced “villagization” is in fact a very strategic move on the part of
the state to keep all the mobile pastoral wanderers in tight leash and to have open access to pastures
for extractive industries without facing any resentment. The policy also enables the central
government to boast that it has made sizable investments in elevating the lifestyles of local residents.
But, as many anthropologist and scholars recognize, development has less to do with external
materialistic life than with the freedom to choose and to lead the life that one values and respects.
Given the choice of livelihood, we believe that almost all the residents of these newly constructed
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concrete settlements would prefeer to go backk to their preevious lifestyyle without a second tho
ought,
even it if meant leavin
ng a two-beddroom house..

Figure5: Nomads
N
setttlement Sersh
hul in Kham (2010)
Picture © EDD-DIIR
R
A docum
mentary, “Thee Last Of Th
he Mogru No
omadic Clan,” has capturred the pligh
ht of the disp
placed
drogpas in
i Mogru, in Qinghai.Chinese tourists who visit Mogru
M
town like to be ph
hotographedd with
Tibetan children
c
of th
he Mogru cllan, who are made to dreess as if theyy are timeless nomads, people
without history,
h
forevver smiling. Perhaps thee tourists do not know that
t
the landd of the clan
n was
taken to build the Atomic City to
ourist facilitiees, and the Mogru
M
Tibetaans have no source of income
other thaan posing forr happy touriist snapshotss. Attempts by
b the Mogrru Tibetans to
t petition Beijing
B
and seek justice have come to noth
hing.
We have found that the
t people beeing moved or lured to these
t
concrette settlementts in the nam
mes of
different programs—ecological migration
m
or comfortable
c
h
housings
pro
ojects—numb
ber approxim
mately
3.2 millio
on in whole of Tibet, in
ncluding Am
mdo and Khaam provincee. Accordingg to Chinese state
media in2011, another 185,500 families
f
are expected to
o move into new homess by 2013. These
T
figures reeflect the num
mber of people whose liffestyle is now
w directly un
nder the conttrol of the ceentral
governmeent and noth
hing more.
Followingg his mission
n to China in
n December 2010 where he saw the conditions
c
off the newly settled
drogpas and
a herders in the concrrete camps, Prof.
P
Olivier De Schutterr, the UN Sp
pecial Rappo
orteur
on the Riight to Food
d, publicly op
pposed the reesettlement policy.
p
More recently, on March 6, 2012, at
the UN Human
H
Righ
ht Council in
n Geneva, hee again expreessed concern
ns about thee displaced people
living in the
t "new soccialist-villagess”. 1,2

1

UN – A/H
HRC/19/59/Add
d.1 Human Rigght Council 19 Session, Agenda item 3.
UN Speciial Rapporteurr challenges Chhina’s forced resettlement
r
poolicy in Tibet,
http://tibett.net/2012/03/0
07/un-special-rrapporteur-chaallenges-chinass-forced-resettllement-policy-iin-tibet/
2
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Conclusion
The compulsory ecological migration of the Tibetan nomads is grounded in ignorance, prejudice,
and a failure to listen and learn. China is far from alone in assuming its nomads are backward and
responsible for degrading land. But around the world, governments now increasingly recognize that
pastoral nomadic mobility holds the key to sustainability on the dry lands of the world.
Any development in Tibet should be based on the approach of listening to the land and listening to
the people. The land and its resources must be used within its capabilities and ecological limits; and
any policy implementation and developmental activities must respect the cultural tradition of
Tibetans, which is based on centuries-old practice of sustainable use.
The experiences and intimate knowledge of pastoral nomads should be incorporated into rangeland
management practices. There should be a principle of collaborative management attending to the
needs of the pastoral nomads and herders alike.
A healthy and sustainable Tibetan Plateau is important because it would benefit the entire Asian
continent and would further enhance peace and harmony within the region, especially between two
major super powers, India and China.
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